
System 12 SB ENG 2 CF
Sachtler System DV 12 carbon fibre withSachtler System DV 12 carbon fibre with
Fluid Head, ENG 2 CF Tripod , GroundFluid Head, ENG 2 CF Tripod , Ground
Spreader & BagSpreader & Bag

SKU: 1262

If a project requires you to use a small ENG camera, you are going to need
a fluid head that can carry a heavy load without compromising on smooth
movement. The Sachtler DV 12 SB Fluid Head has a 12-step counterbalance
system and a 70 mm sliding plate for perfect balance, while five horizontal
and vertical grades of drag ensures smooth pans.

Supporting cameras weighing up to 15 kg, the Sachtler DV 12 SB Fluid
Head’s mix of flexibility and simplicity make it a reliable companion in even
the most demanding of environments. The Touch & Go release systems
means that you can mount your camera quickly, accurately and securely.
Moving and adjusting shots is as simple as flicking a switch, meaning that
there is less time fumbling and more time being creative.

When you need to work quickly and effectively, you need a tripod that
won’t slow you down. The best-selling Sachtler dual-extractible ENG 2CF
carbon fibre tripod gives you optimal stability and reliable performance in
every environment. Lightweight and twist-resistant, the one-piece carbon
fibre design features a 100 mm bowl with tube diameter of 22 mm. The
Sachtler quick clamping system makes locking the tripod in place securely
as simple as three quick movements.

This tripod’s dual extension provides improved reliability, boosting height
range and carrying a payload of 40 kg. Weighing in at 2.4 kg with a
transport length of 70 cm, the Sachtler ENG 2 CF provides a balance
between lightweight and durability so that you never have to sacrifice
performance for comfort and transportability.

Technical specificationsTechnical specifications



FeatureFeature MetricMetric ImperialImperial

RangeRange DV DV

Pan bar countPan bar count 1 1

PayloadPayload 1 to 15 kg 2.20 to 33 lb

Bow l siz eBow l siz e 100 mm 100 mm

S preader typeS preader type Ground spreader Ground spreader

MaterialMaterial Carbon Fibre Carbon Fibre

Transport lengthTransport length 890 mm 34.71 in

Tripod stagesTripod stages 2 2

H eight w ith spreaderH eight w ith spreader 0.63 to 1.72 m 2.07 to 5.64 ft

WeightWeight 6.60 kg 14.52 lb

Temperature rangeTemperature range -40 to 60 °C -40 to 140 °F

Tilt rangeTilt range 90° to -75° 90° to -75°

S liding rangeS liding range 70 mm 2.73 in

Interface CompatibilityInterface Compatibility Touch & Go Touch & Go

CounterbalanceCounterbalance 12 counterbalance steps 12 counterbalance steps

DragDrag 5 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag

5 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag

What's in the box?What's in the box?

Data sheetsData sheets
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